SURF EQUIPMENT RENTAL AGREEMENT/CONTRACT
RENTER’S FULL NAME:
CONTACT NUMBER:
ADDRESS IN TENERIFE:
ID / PASSPORT:
PICK-UP DATE /TIME:
DELIVERY DATE/TIME:
SURF EQUIPMENT:

OBSERVATIONS:

RENTAL SURF EQUIPMENT PRICES and SCHEDULE:
Surfboard and wetsuits

Bodyboard – flippers and wetsuits

20 € /day
15 € 1/2 day*
100 € / week
* (1/2 day rental from 8 am to 2 pm or from 2 pm to 8 pm).
** Without wetsuit = – 10%.
Taxes are included in the price.
TERMS and CONDITIONS OF THE SURF EQUIPMENT RENTAL AGREEMENT /CONTRACT:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.

9.

The renter or rental agreement holder (“The Renter” from now on) must be over 18 years old. The Renter will be
responsible for the equipment preservation and they must have a valid ID or Passport.
A full cash payment is required at the time of pick-up for any rented surf equipment.
A 20 € deposit must be paid. This amount will be returned once the rented equipment is brought back, if there isn’t any
additional charge due to damaged items or extended time of usage without previous agreement.
Booking of the equipment, availability check or any other communication must be made by telephone(0034
617646387)or by email: info@atlantiksurf.com
Renter’s personal information will be only used to guarantee a correct service. The Renter, according the law, can ask
for their access, modification, cancellation or opposition through any stipulated mean of communication.
The Renter declares to be in good health conditions required for the practice of this sport. The Renter must always
keep in mind our recommendations regarding their level and conditions of the beach.
The surf equipment will be picked up by the Renter from the previously agreed place and it will be taken back to the
scheduled place and time confirmed with the Lessor (Atlantik Surf – from now on “the Lessor”). Any severe breach of
the schedule will be charged with an extra payment of 15 €, equivalent to half day rental price. Return of equipment
before the scheduled time will not imply any refund or discount.
The Renter must be insured with sufficient coverage for any possible scenarios that could happen while the duration of
the rental. The lessor is not responsible for any accidents, injuries, or any other damage happened to the Renter or
anyone/anything else during the rental period.
The Renter must take care of the equipment and take the necessary measures to protect it. E.g. not leaving the board
facing the sun, not sitting on the board if it is on the sand/a rock.

10. The rental does not include wax – an extra charge of 3 € will be added to the total price if required.
11. The rental does not include fastening belts for car transportation - an extra charge of 3 € will be added to the total price
if required.
12. It is totally forbidden to lend, sell or exchange the rented surf equipment.
13. The surf school’ customers will have a 50% discount on the total price if they would like to use it after lessons.
14. The Lessor could end unilaterally the rental agreement before the expiry date in the event of severe breach of contract
by the Renter in relation to the correct use and care of the equipment. In this event the Lessor would be entitled to take
back the rented equipment without any possible claim from the Renter.
15. The Renter could extend the duration of the contract through the previously mentioned ways, before the end of the
contract. In this event, the Renter must sign a new contract if required by the Lessor.
16. The Renter agrees to pay the Lessor the prices specified in the current contract that includes all legally applicable
taxes, and also any replacement costs or any other charges mentioned above.
17. All court costs, resulting from a breach of the obligations stated in this contract will be borne by the Renter.
18. The rented surf equipment will be returned in the same conditions they were given at the time of the pick-up.
Otherwise, the Renter must inform the Lessor about any damage. The following replacement costs are accepted
in this contract by the Renter:
BOARDS:
Severe deterioration or break, loss or theft will incur in an extra charge of 200 € for any board type.
Partial deterioration like wholes, bumps, etc. will be valued and charged according to damage (10 € - 150 €).
LEASHES:
Loss or theft will incur in an extra charge of 15 €.
Break or slight deterioration - will not incur in any extra charge as they are consequence of regular usage.
FINS:
Break, deterioration or loss, will be valued according to damage (5 € - 30 €).In most cases, replacement of the
item will be required.
WETSUITS:
Break or important deterioration like zips, theft or loss will incur in an extra charge of 100 €.
Partial deterioration - will not incur in any extra charge as they are consequence of regular usage.
BODYBOARDS:
Break or important deterioration, theft or loss will incur in an extra charge of 100 €.
Partial deterioration like wholes, bumps, etc. will be valued and charged according to damage (10 € - 80 €)
FLIPPERS:
Break or important deterioration, theft or loss of one or both pairs will incur in an extra charge of 60 €.
Partial deterioration like wholes, bumps, etc. will be valued and charged according to damage (5 € - 50 €).
FASTENING ROPE:
Break or important deterioration, theft or loss will incur in an extra charge of 30 €.
Partial deterioration like wholes, bumps, etc. will be valued and charged according to damage (3 € - 20 €).
19. The customer declares to have read the above conditions and to accept them all.
20. This contract is subject to Spanish jurisdiction.

SIGNATURE / DATE

The renter

The Lessor
(Atlantik Surf NIF.78627428L)

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

